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ABSTRACT
One problem evaluating mobile and wearable devices is that
they are used in mobile settings, making it hard to collect
usability data. We present a study of tap-based selection of
on-screen targets whilst walking and sitting, using a Pock-
etPC instrumented with an accelerometer to collect informa-
tion about user activity at the time of each tap. From these
data the user’s gait can be derived, and this is then used to in-
vestigate preferred tapping behaviour relative to gait phase,
and associated tap accuracy. Results showed that users were
more accurate sitting than walking. When walking there
were phase regions with significantly increased tap likeli-
hood, and these regions had significantly lower error rates,
and lower error variability. This work represents an exam-
ple of accelerometer-instrumented mobile usability analysis,
and the results give a quantitative understanding of the de-
tailed interactions taking place when on the move, allowing
us to develop better mobile interfaces.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the most important areas of research in computing at
present is into mobile and wearable devices, such as phones,
PDAs and fully wearable computers. Much work is going on
into how to design interactions for these devices, given the
limited displays and input techniques. Research in this area
is difficult as users cannot be sat in a usability lab; to assess
an interface design successfully the user must be moving and
this makes it difficult to take standard measures of usability.
Researchers have proposed a range of additional techniques
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such as distance walked and percentage preferred walking
speed to assess usability [3, 5], but these are qualitative. A
quantitative understanding of the detailed interactions taking
place is needed so that we can fully understand how users
interact with the devices, and so further improve them.

One common form of input is via a stylus, tapping buttons
or other widgets on a touch screen. This is very effective but
can be tricky when walking; on-screen targets can be hard to
hit when the device is moving as the user walks. Brewster [1]
showed a more than 30% reduction in performance tapping
buttons on the display of a PDA when walking compared to
sitting. If we understood the interaction better we may be
able to design something more robust to movements caused
by walking.

Being able to measure more information from a device be-
ing carried would allow a more detailed, quantitative assess-
ment of usability. One way to do this would be to add an
accelerometer to find out how the device moves when a user
is walking. Such an instrumented device would allow us to
answer questions that are currently difficult. For example, in
which phases of the gait cycle do users tap targets, and does
phase affect the mean accuracy and the variability of those
taps? It may be that users find it easier to tap during parts of
the cycle where the device is more stable. Interface design-
ers might, as discussed in [2], then take advantage of rhythm
in interaction such that ease of natural rhythmic use is more
important that raw speed of response.

Figure 1. PDA with the Xsens P3C accelerometer at-
tached to the serial port.



In this paper we show how sensors, like accelerometers, can
be used in ways other than for explicit interaction. In this
case we use the acceleration data to infer the user’s gait, and
we investigate whether the rhythm of walking affects the tap
timing and error rate of a user selecting targets on screen,
while walking and sitting.

EXPERIMENT

Equipment
This system was developed using an HP 5550 PDA with
the Xsens P3C 3 degree of freedom linear accelerometer at-
tached to the serial port, as shown in Figure 1. Its effect on
the balance of the device is negligible (its weight is 10.35g).
The accelerometer was used to detect movement of the de-
vice, sampling at a rate of approximately 90Hz.

Task
The interface used for the study is displayed in Figure 1.
Participants were asked to tap on a series of cross-hair tar-
gets (drawn 30 pixels high and wide) that were displayed on
the screen. There were 15 possible target positions spaced
equally around a 3 wide by 5 high grid of positions on the
screen. Every second target presented to the participants was
the target in the centre of the screen. Each of the other 14 tar-
gets was displayed to the user in a random order four times
each. The accuracy and speed of tapping were both em-
phasised as equally important. The position of the tap was
recorded as the initial stylus down position on the screen.
Once one target had been selected, the next target was dis-
played a random time interval from 0.5 to 1.5 seconds after
the previous selection. This was to prevent rhythm effects
affecting the tapping phase information in the mobile con-
dition. There were no restrictions on the accuracy that was
required by the user. A tap anywhere on the screen regard-
less of the position of the target counted as a selection.

There were two experimental conditions: tapping while sit-
ting and tapping while walking and 20 users performed both
conditions in a counterbalanced order, with 18 participants
being right handed and 2 participants being left handed. All
participants tapped with their dominant hand while holding
the device in their non-dominant hand. For the walking con-
dition, the participants navigated a quiet triangle of paths
on the university campus (of total length approximately 200
metres).

Calibration of the screen becomes an issue when looking at
accuracy of tapping in a pen based interface, as an error in
the calibration can lead to a consistent and unwanted bias in
the results. The screen was calibrated once at the start of the
experiment, and the same device was used throughout the
experiment. Three participants tested the screen calibration.
The device was placed on the desk and users performed a
similar task to the tapping study for four separate sessions.
In this case accuracy was heavily emphasised as the most im-
portant aspect of the study. This was borne out by the much
closer concentration of points than in the final results, with
mean standard deviation of the error for each participant for
all targets being less than a pixel. After each session, the
device was rotated by 90 degrees to negate any systematic

tapping bias. Mean values were recorded for each screen
target position and were subtracted from the final results.
This method provides a closer match between the position
the user actually tapped in and the recorded tap position.

Comparisons were made between time to tap and accuracy
of each of the groups. Time to tap was taken from the time
that the target was displayed on the screen to the time of
the stylus down event. The hypotheses are that users will be
more accurate and faster in the seated condition. The effect
of screen position of the target on accuracy of the tap was
also examined. In addition, the interactions of participants’
tapping and step patterns were examined.

INTERPRETING THE SIGNAL
As a mobile user walks while holding a mobile device, his
or her arm will oscillate as a result of the walking. If we
examine only the vertical axis of this oscillation, there will
be one oscillation per step. Figure 2 shows a time series for
the vertical acceleration axis. A Fast Fourier Transform is
used to determine the frequency at which the peak ampli-
tude occurs, between 1 and 3Hz in the spectrum. For the
controlled conditions in this study, this corresponds to the
walking step rate. In practice, this is the frequency of max-
imum power in the spectrum as the users are trying to hold
the device relatively still with respect to their body as they
walk. The vertical axis acceleration signal is then zero phase
shift filtered using a narrow bandpass Butterworth filter cen-
tred around this frequency. Figure 2 demonstrates the fil-
tered signal. As the user walks with the device held steady
in one hand, an approximately regular oscillation is formed
in the vertical axis. One oscillation corresponds to one step.
A Hilbert transform is then used to provide an estimate of the
phase information for the filtered signal [4]. This phase plot
signal is again shown as the saw-tooth waveform in Figure 2
and can be seen to reset at the lowest point in the signal. This
corresponds to the lowest point of the hand in the oscillation.

Figure 2. A user walking with the device and correspond-
ing acceleration trace. The unfiltered vertical accelera-
tion signal (rough sinusoid), the filtered signal (smooth
sinusoid) and the phase estimate (in radians) for the sig-
nal (saw-tooth).



RESULTS

Time to Tap
The mean time to tap was lower in the sitting case than the
walking case as would be expected. The mean time to tap a
target in the walking condition was 0.79s (std. dev. = 0.18)
compared to 0.70s (std. dev. = 0.22) in the seated case. This
can be further broken down into tapping the centre target
and outer targets. The mean time to tap the centre target was
0.75s (std. dev. = 0.23) when walking and 0.65s (std. dev.
= 0.19) while sitting. This compared to 0.82s (std. dev. =
0.22) while walking and 0.75s (std. dev. = 0.20) while sit-
ting to tap the outer targets. This difference between centre
and outer targets is indicative of users predicting the appear-
ance of the centre target since it consistently appeared every
second target.

Tap accuracy
A graph of tapping accuracy is shown in Figure 3. The graph
demonstrates that as expected, users were more accurate tap-
ping in the seated condition with 78% of taps being within
5 pixels in the seated case compared to 56.5% in the walk-
ing case. Participants remained more accurate in the seated
case and reached 98% of taps within 15 pixels in the seated
condition compared to compared to 25 pixels in the walking
condition. Separating these intox andy pixel error showed
little difference between accuracy in vertical or horizontal
error.

Above the range of 30 pixels, structure can be seen in the
errors where tap position corresponds to the position of the
previous target. This indicates a tap when the user did not
mean to tap. This is most likely the result of a user accidently
double tapping in position of the previous target. These taps
were viewed as outliers and discounted from the final analy-
sis.
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Figure 3. Percentage of taps with the given pixel radius
for sitting and walking users.

Observation in the walking condition showed that when tap-
ping, all participants immediately adopted the strategy of
grounding the side of their hand holding the stylus on the
hand holding the device to reduce independent movement of
the hands and thereby improve accuracy. Targeting therefore
involve pivoting the hand about the grounded position.

Figure 4. Ellipses show 2 standard deviations of a Gaus-
sian fit to the spread of mean tap positions (from 4 points
per participant) from all 20 participants, for each target.
In each case the smaller ellipse shows the results for the
seated condition and the larger ellipse shows the results
for the walking condition. The crosses represent the tar-
get positions.

Figure 4 shows the variability and covariance of thex andy
target errors for all users for each of the 15 targets. In almost
all cases, the variability in tapping is greater in the seated
condition than in the walking condition. Due to the con-
trolled conditions of this study, the movements to the outer
targets were always from centre target. The variability in tap
position for the centre targets is less than that of the outer
targets. This is due to the fact that the stylus over the centre
target position was the default position for most users. Co-
variance of thex andy tap positions can be seen to be along
the direction of movement for most of the targets. This is
particularly true for the corner targets.

Tap Phase
The method for obtaining the phase of step that the tap oc-
curred is described above. Figure 5 splits one step into 10
equal sections and plots the median of the number of taps in
each section for each participant. The reset phase position
corresponds to the lowest point of the vertical accelerometer
trace. Bins 1 to 5 correspond to the arm as it moves upwards
to its peak, and bins 6 to 10 correspond to the arm moving
downwards.

A bias is clearly shown towards tapping in the second half of
the oscillation. This bias is not present when analysing the
phase at which the targets are displayed and must therefore
have been introduced by the user. The phases when most
taps occur correspond to when the device is moving down-
wards with the arm. As soon as the device begins to move
upwards in the hand again towards the stylus, the number
of taps on the screen decreases. When questioned after the
experiment, none of the participants was aware that a bias
existed.

Figure 6 shows the median of the mean magnitude tap error
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Figure 5. Box plot visualising the distribution of tapping
times. Median phase in which the user taps (split into 10
sections)with the reset position for the phase corresponds
to the lowest point of the arm which occurs just after a
step.

for each participant, for each of the step phase bins above.
This figure shows that users were more accurate when tap-
ping in the second half of the phase - the time when most
taps occurred. The mean error is 7.1 pixels in the first sec-
tion (just when the arm starts to rise again), compared to
a mean of 5.6 pixels in the fourth section when the hand is
moving downwards. When combined with the results shown
in Figure 5 above, these data suggest that users were able to
unconsciously alter their behaviour in the task in order to im-
prove their accuracy by tapping at a time in their step when
it was easier to tap more accurately.
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Figure 6. Boxplot showing median target tap error in
pixels for each phase of the motion (split into 10 seg-
ments) with the reset position for the phase at the lowest
point of the arm, just after a step. Note the increasing
skew to larger errors in less-favoured tapping regions.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work has demonstrated that by making fine-grained ob-
servations from sensors on a mobile device, that we can learn
increased detail about the timing and error rates for users.
Specific experimental observations of thisinstrumented us-
ability approachare:

• Users’ tapping time is significantly correlated with gait

phase angle. User were approximately 3 times more likely
to tap at the peak tap phase than the lowest tap phase.

• Users’ tapping accuracy is significantly higher (lower mean
error and lower variability) at these preferred phase an-
gles. There is further structure in the left step-right step
tap density, error biases and variability, but even when av-
eraged over all steps, the results are significant.

• The distribution of tapping errors varies both with phase
of step, and between walking and sitting. It also varies
across different screen positions. Tapping accuracy was,
unsurprisingly, typically greater when sitting still, rather
than walking.

This work has relevance for tasks such as text entry in mobile
settings. While this work was tap-based, similar features
might be found in button-pressing, graffiti gestures or tilt-
based interaction. The work also opens new directions in
both design and usability areas for future work:

• Does designing an interface such that users tend to tap in
preferred phase ranges lead to quantitatively better perfor-
mance and qualitatively more pleasant user experience?
Might it be better todelayuser prompts until a particu-
lar phase region, in order to sustain rhythmic interaction?
This suggests experiments deliberately timing the presen-
tation of prompts, or by using rhythmic vibrotactile or au-
dio feedback in such a way that the user is pushed towards
tapping in the specific phase regions.

• The effects of bias andx− y correlation in tapping errors
can be systematically compensated for in real time, im-
proving the tapping accuracy. This information can also
be used to automatically adapt screen layout to walking
speed, simplifying and spreading out the targets as the
speed increases.

• We have the opportunity to couple the more objective meth-
ods of measuring walking speed used in this paper with
the existing literature relating usability to the subjective
use of Percentage Preferred Walking Speeds in, e.g. [5].
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